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                            Introductory Statement 

  The rapid growth of industries, increase of urban population and intense land-utilization 
around cities have recently demanded not only the development of plans for water-resources 
but also the improvement of the hydraulic structures which command the service of the 

 river water. 
  Although various kinds of structures to branch the flow are in use, such as fixed or 

 movable weirs, bottom racks, dividing channels etc, each of which shows a peculiar hy-
draulic performance, the studies in this field have hitherto laid emphasis on the practical 
analysis of flow profile along the diversion works and model investigations on the individual 
problem from the point of view of hydraulic design. Therefore, most of the analytical 

 methods have been developed on the basis of empirical assumptions and the results ob-
 tained by the existing method of analysis only show a rough coincidence with the actual 

 phenomena. 
   From the standpoint mentioned above, the hydraulic behaviour of a spatially varied 

 flow with a decreasing discharge is investigated  herein. 

1. General Remarks 

 The behaviour of open-channel flow on the diversion works is usually ana-
lysed by the theory of the gradually varied flow with non-uniform discharge. 
As to the flow with increasing discharge, many investigators have  develop-
ed" ,2' ,s' 0',5' 0' a method for the practical analysis of the flow profiles with re-
spect to the hydraulic design of the side channel spillway, wash-water trough 
and side ditch of the road. These analyses are based on the one-dimensional 
momentum principle without exception, because the energy loss due to the 
turbulent mixing of the added water is uncertain.  Homma” treated the flow 
in the road ditch on the assumption that the kinetic energy of the added water 
was equal to the energy loss due to the turbulent mixing. All of the expres-
sions for the spatially varied flow developed hitherto are rather incomplete 
regarding the process of its derivation or its solution. 

 On the other hand, a flow with decreasing discharge may be treated by the 
energy equation according to the notion that the diverted water does not affect 
the energy head of the main flow. De  Marchis' published a theory doveloped 
from the assumption of constant specific energy along the lateral weir and 
proved that three possible flow profiles appeared, which are different with a 
shooting, tranquil and critical flow. This theory was further verified experi-
mentally by  Gentiline".  Noseda"' performed thoretical and experimental studies 
on the flow passing on a bottom rack on the same assumption as  Da Marchi's. 
This type of flow was treated theoretically by Kuntzmann and  Bouvard") and 
by Frank'2' on the assumption that the total energy head was constant along
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the rack. As investigated above, the energy change of the flow along the diver-
ted works remains uncertain. 

 Accordingly, the author clarifies, mainly by experiment on the bottom diver-

sion works, the characteristics of various elements included in the fundamental 
equations of a spatially varied flow with a decreasing discharge, researches the 

general properties of the flow profiles given by one-dimensional analysis, with 
the method of singular point, and discusses the applicability of the theory of 
the gradually varied flow. 

2. Fundamental Equations 

(1) Momentum analysis 
 When the momentum principle is applied to the spatially varied flow of steady 

motion, the following relationship is obtained in terms of the Cartesian co-
ordinate  system'". 

       -dfu2c1A+ fuou„bds= jgsin ficlAp f1 Ox (p+pu'ut)dA—f Pds. (2-1) dx 

where  u is the velocity component in  x-direction  ;  ut, is the velocity component 

normal to the  boundary  ; s is the wetted perimeter  ;  rxb is the boundary 
shearing stress in x-direction. Now, representing the pressure term as a sum 

of hydrostatic pressure term and variation from it,  p+puite  --pg(h—y)+4p. 

 From the continuity equation the rate of outflow per elementary length dx of 

the diversion structure,  q, is given by  q,K=  --dQ/dx----funods. Thus,  fubdals= 
 cob. The shearing  termf  (rib/p)ds is given approximately by  rA/  pR. 

 Substituting the above equations in Eq. (2-1) and simplifying by use of the 
momentum coefficient  S give the equation of the flow profile as 

             r, _$(22 OAQ'ais +19Qq*(2\ 1r/(4P          sin 
   dhpgRmgA2OgA                     X2  OxgA2 \,9u„,) gAf dxp)dA 

. 

 dx—/02  aA  Q2 0/3 (2 2)                         cos 6—  
                            gA3  alz  +gA2  Oh 

 This becomes the equation for a gradually varied flow of constant discharge 
when the fifth term of the numerator, in which  (2(QQ*/gA2) and —  (Qa*ub/gA2u„,) 
represent the magnitude of the momentum change of the main flow and of ef-
fluent momentum respectively, is omitted. 

 The experiments on three kind of bottom diversion orifices shown in  Fig.  2-1 
were conducted to clarify the effect of each term in Eq. (2-2) on the analysis 
of the flow profile. The values of  p=2—(ubli3u„,) calculated from Eq. (2-2) 
using the observed water surface gradients are plotted against the diversion 
ratio of the discharge,  K,  in Fig. 2-2. Since the accuracy of the calculation of 
p depends on that of the measurement of the flow profile which is relatively 
low due to water surface oscillation, the plotted values of p scatter in so wide 
range as not to find the obvious correlation with  K. Neverthless, they tend to 
decrease proportionally to the variation of the discharge in the case of the 
shooting flow for the C-type diversion which has a relatively small opening per 
unit length, while they take a nearly constant value in the whole reach in the 
case of the tranquil flow. The mean value of  p for this type of diversion
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  Fig. 2-2. Variation of coefficient of momentum change against decreased discharge.
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Fig. 2-3. Comparison of theoretical flow profiles and observed ones. 

becomes unit, and then the effluent momentum can not be disregarded even 
for the gradually varied flow. This fact is verified by the observation of the 

flow profiles as shown in Fig. 2-3. 

(2) Energy analysis 

 As done in the momentum analysis, the following equation of the steady flow 

about the Cartesian co-ordinate can be obtained on the principle of energy con-
servation, 

         d u2 _                 +(p+te) + g y cos 0+ C2bliudA 
       dx2 p 

            f(ub21,)                      yr-0(PH-ub)+bfuods fribubds. (2-3) 
where  Q, is the potential of the channel  bed  ; y is the shortest distance from 

the  bed  ; subscript b represents the values on the boundary surface. Substitut-

ing the energy coefficient  a(  (1/  A)f  (u8/  ti,,,1/4/  A)), the pressure coefficient  2(= 
 (l/Qh  cos  0)  j{cos  0.h  +  (4P/pg)}udA)  and  the equation  a  o/Ox  =  —  g  sin in Eq. 

(2-3) and simplifying, 

    sin 0— -r ub Q2as02 Q2 Oaaf;24*(  3u42 q* 
- dh pgR up,2gA.2—h cos 0-+ 6x Ox2gA2+011gA22 arum,Q pg 

dx Q2 6A.82Q2 Oa -                    A cos —
gigs6—h+h cos+                                         Oh 2g.42 ah 

                                                              (2-4) 

 As the energy change of the main flow per unit length due to a decrease of 
discharge is  pga*-R3au„.2/2g)+  Ah cos 0+  (S2b/g)} and the effluent energy  is 

 —  pgq,-((ub2/2g)+hb  cos  0+  (1Ib/g)+  (LIPb/pg)}. Eq. (2-4) is equal to that of con-
stant discharge to which  (q*/Q){(2aum2—u02)/2g+  (2-1)h cos 0+  (Jhb/  pg)} is added 
in the numerator.
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 On analysis of the flow with decreasing discharge, the work done by the pres-
sure at the outlet is expected to occur for the energy loss due to the turbulent 
mixing which is conceived in the flow of constant discharge. Then, though a 
decrease of the mean flow energy due to an increase of the turbulence and to 
occurrence of the eddies may of course arise in such a kind of flow, it is nearly 
impossible to estimate their magnitude both theoretically and experimentally, 
From a comparison of the computed flow profile with the observed one, it is 
concluded that the kinetic energy of the mean flow is fairly maintained at the 
outlet as it is. 

 Eq. (2-2) is entirely different from Eq. (2-4) in its representation, though 
both represent the sole phenomenon. It is difficult to decide which equation 
has to be used for analysis, because various assumptions given for one-dime-
sional analysis are very approximate to the actual phenomena. Neverthless, 
it is generally agreed that the momentum analysis which includes fewer un-
certainties may be more useful than the energy analysis even for the bend flow 
with a rapidly decreasing discharge, while the energy analysis might not be 
applicable to the local flow with the remarkable three-dimensional character-
istics because the assumptions that the flow is one-directional and that variant 
velocity from the mean is small to be negligible are induced. In any case, in 
order to raise the accuracy of analysis of the flow profile it is necessary to 
disclose the variation of the coefficients included in the flow profile equation with 
the decrease of the discharge. 

3. Variation of the Coefficients Included in the Flow Profile Equations 
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 To analyse the flow profile by use of Eq. (2-2) or (2-4), the shearing stress, 
the velocity correct factors, the pressure coefficients and the withdrawn dis-
charge must be clarified. The theoretical treatment of the shearing stress 
might be impossible unless the variation of the internal mechanism of flow with 
a decrease of the discharge is solved, while the resistance law could not be 
established because the actual change of the flow profile might be influenced 
by the variation of the other uncertain elements. Here the resistance factors 
which have been empirically determined for the flow of constant discharge are 
used in the equations. 

(1) The velocity-distribution  coefficients 

 Isovels of the shooting and tranquil flow passing on the bottom diversion 
orifices, type C, are shown in Fig. 3-1 and 3-2,  respectively. Regardless of 
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flow condition two points which show the maximum velocity appear near each 
side of the channel at any one section. When the water depth is relatively 

large, these predominant flow regions begin to develop close to both sides from 
the entrance of the outflow section. However, in the case of small depth the 

predominant regions which lie in the neighbourhood of the water surface at 
the upstream end of the diversion structure gradually shift downstream toward 

both the channel bottom and side walls. The occurrence of two predominant 
flow regions in one cross-section which was also observed in other author's 

experiments might be due to the secondary flow caused by the uneven distri-

                                 TABLE 3-1. 
             Coefficients of velocity distribution and the specific energy. 

 Types  of Run No.x (cm)I it a  s H (cm)II/hro 
   diversion 

                       12.5 0.025 1.051 1.020 

 5-0-20-6-T50.0 0.144 1.090 1.038 8.25  , 
                      100.0 0.356 1.188 1.107 8.07 

                      187.5 0.819 1.772 1.575 7.90 

                         12.5 0.016 1.081  1.029 

 10-0-30-5-T 50.0 0.067 1.086 1.034 12.43  S
ide Weir 100.0 0.149 1.112 1.040 12.49 

                      187.5 0.365 1.171 1.068 12.79 

                    0 0 1.047 1.007 15.81  ' 1.000 

                       10.0 0.056 1.020 1.006 15.42 0.975 

 5-1-21-0-S 20.0 0,100 1.025 1.012 15.02 0.950 

                       30.0 0.143 1.042 1.018 15.12 0.956 

                       40.0 0.190 1.020 1.012 14.69 0.929 

                   -2 .5 0 1.027 1.015 9.27 1.000 

 C-16-S2,5 0.064 1.020 1.0139.10 0.983 
                      17.5 0.103 1.018 1.013 9.09 0.981 

                      27.5 0.140 1.013 1.009 9.05 0.977 

                   -2 .5 0 1.031 1.017 5.25 1.000 

 C-1-S 2.5 0.041 1.050 1.028 5.21 0.992 

                       17.5 0.239 1.018 1.012  I 5.10 0.972 

 Bottom Back -2.5 0 1.046 1.023  6.72 1.000 

            C-2-T7.5 0.107 1.086 1.0396.70 0.997 
                       17.5 0.224 1.121 1.044 6.83 1.017 

                      27.5 0.352 1.132 1.048 6.89 1.024 

                    -2 .5  0 1.095 1.039  ' 7.30 1.000 

                       12.5 0.133 1.122 1.042 7.37 1.010 

            C-17-T 17.5 0.220 1.149 1.050 7.34 1.005 

                      27.5 0.334 1.158 1.053 7.28 0.998 

                       32.5 0.391 1.196 1.072  : 7.25 0.994
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bution of the withdrawn discharge which differs between the central part and 

the corner of the cross-section. 

 The energy coefficient a is represented in consideration not only of the ve-

locity component parallel to the channel  u, but the normal components v and 

w, as  follows  ; 

                     u\ali+i v \2+(tv)21dA  "  A  J 4\))U (3-1) 

 The momentum coefficient  $ is given as 

                   -1-f(u mul           --AdA.(3-2) 

 In the analysis of the flow profile on the bottom rack the v-component may 
be neglected as two-dimensional flow. 

                                  The values a and  19 computed by means 
 L20   of Eqs.  (3-1) and (3-2) from the author's    

•  Or 
                                experimental data on side weirs and 

 .eio0 bottom diversion racks are shown in 
                                Table 3-1. Values of a are plotted against 

 z  the corresponding values of the diverted 

            /1-1y                                    discharge ratio  K in Fig. 3-3. From this   t 10    a  /A  0 figure it is noted that in a supercritical 
                                flow the values of a decrease along  the 

    y  channel so that use of the mean velocity 
 •0T

Wolrwill give fair accuracy, while in a sub-              •s      Ilkt -^Shliin oCiv  A  •  Bottom critical flow they rapidly increase with 
 looI I  ^  S Rook                                     the values of K, since the variation of 

 0  oi  0.2  0.3  0.4  05                                 th
e discharge might sensitively influence 

 Fig. 3-3. Variation of velocity-distri- the velocity distribution. 
   bution coefficient along the channel. The fact that each diversion structure 

takes a nearly equal value of a for the same flow condition and diverted dis-
charge ratio is very interesting. 

(2) The pressure coefficient 
 A two-dimensional open channel flow passing over the bottom diversion work 

will be treated herein. Let x be the distance along the channel bottom measur-
ed in the direction of mean flow ; z is the distance from the  bottom  ; is and w 
are the velocity components in each  direction  ; p is the average pressure. As-
suming that  62u/8x2C6214/8z2,  Fwidx and  62tel8z2C62u/ez2, the equations of motion 
in each direction can be written as 

                            pfr            uau +wau 1 o
az-gsin  0- +vu (3-3)  atp ox 5z2 

                                 g cos (i-                     5w     u+w(3-4)                          OX 

 The equation of continuity is 
                            5u            +w -O. (3-5) 

                            iix5z
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 Substituting Eq. (3-5) in Eq. (3-3) and (3-4), and simplifying, they will be 
written in the following forms. 

                 1a2u             u2 6(w /u) =sin 0- OP (3-6) 
            g  azpg exg az2 

             u2  8(w/u) 1 OP  
 g az               -cos 0-pg az(3-7) 

' 

 If the distribution pattern of u-components might be conservative in the 
direction of the main flow, the following expression will be obtained, 

 u=u,„f  '  (z/h)  =  (q/h)  f  (m). (3-8) 

where  u,n is the mean velocity and q is the discharge of the main flow per 
unit width of the channel. 

 Substituting Eq. (3-8) in Eq. (3-5) and integrating, w component in  z direc-
tion can be obtained by use of the free surface condition,  w/u=dh/dx, and of 
the continuity equation,  dq/dx=  -q", as follows 

 w  =q*,p{  f(m)-  f(1)} +  (qm/h)(dh/dx)f  ' (m). (3-9) 

 Substituting Eqs. (3-8) and (3-9) in Eq. (3-7) and integrating from  z to 
h, the equation of the pressure distribution is obtained as follows 

     Pg         (1 -m)h cos 0+47grmdxf(m){ fOn) - f(1)}dm+--dh 

                    „ 

      x [qd f' (m){ f(m)- f(1)} dm -"irf  m{  f  (m)}2  dm 
      +91**Lif(m){.f(m)— f(1)}dm+"„                           hni ?if ' (m){ f(m)- f(1)}dmi 

        gq1222 (ddx12)2.1,1m{f '(m)}2dm+gqh2 dd2xh21,1m{ f (n1)}cim. (3-10) 
 When the velocity component in x-direction at any section can be expressed 
as the mean velocity  um, the following equations are  satisfied  ; 

 du/dz  =  0,  f  '  (m)=  1,  f(m)=m,  f(1)  -1,  f"(m)=0. (3-11) 

  Representing the rate of outflow per unit width of the channel,  9", as 
 Ch04/2gh and assuming the discharge coefficient to be constant,  dqn/dh becomes 

equal to  q,"/2h. Using the above expressions, Eq. (3-10) becomes 

                                            dh             —= (1 -m)h cos 0- (1- m2)42**-(5m)(1-m`**                                          qq  
   pg2g`•4ghdx 

            1-m2)q2dh\2  d2h                2gh2k. dxl± (12gh dx2(3-12) 

 The left side of this equation consists of the hydrostatic term, the term of 
the pressure degenerated by the outflow and the pressure change brought by 
the gradient and curvature of the water surface. 

 The pressure head at the bottom,  p,,/pg, is obtained by taking  m=0 for Eq. 

(3-12),
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 Pb  =h cos 8-42"5qq„dh  _q2  / dhy+ q2(d2h 
 qg\                                               2g4gh dx 2gh2,dx2ghdx2 1• (3-13) 

 The bottom pressure distributions along the bottom diversion orifice of type 
C, computed by use of the observed values of dh/dx and  d2h/dx2, are shown in 

                                      Fig. 3-4, and compared with the 

 _c-21TrIanqui1 

           

l measured values. The sign of the 
         00=6.53l/s, k•0.360non-hydrostatic pressure term in 

5  111                        • • •''• IT 1-Eq.  (3-13) usually depends on that  -` 6 I p,a%'4' •••.eof  (d2h/dx2), because the values              i11—abs.cal.Inprofile                                                        press.-      •of the last termonthe right side 
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 IIDiversion reachsion the super-hydrostatic bottom 

 0 10 20 30 40 50 pressure is given due to the  nega-
                                x cm tive value of  d2h/dx2 . For a shoot-

  Fig. 3-4. Flow profiles and bottom pressures ing flow condition this relationship 
  on diversion work. is reversed . 

 The pressure coefficients based on energy and momentum analysis are ex-

pressed, respectively, by 

                 2=1+ 1 Qh cos 8 pgIaudA, (3-14) 

  A'  =1  +Az;  cos 0jpgdp dA, (3-15) 
where  dp is the variation from the hydrostatic pressure, and  zo is the distance 

from the water surface to the center of gravity of the flow cross-section. 
 Substituting Eq. (3-11) in Eqs. (3-14) and (3-15) and integrating from 0 to 

1 for  in, the pressure coefficients for two-dimensional flow on the bottom 

diversion rack are reduced, repectively, to, 

 12 n+7gq„ dh 2g2(dh)  I 

                                             

2  2q2 d2

h           A= 1 –6gh cosh iq2h dx h2 l dxh  di'(3-16) 
 A'=22  –  1. (3-17) 

 The variations of the pressure coefficients along the diversion works will be 

discussed in the  later chapter in relation of the flow characteristics at the 

quasi-saddle point. 

(3) The specific energy 

 For practical analysis of a spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge 
the assumption that the specific energy is constant along the channel has been 

used as shown by De Marchi. The specific energy is defined as
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 H,=1 (le+v2 +1,0)+11-+z cos14udA—au2'g 
    Q +  Ah  cos  O. (3-18)    2gPg2 

 The values of specific energy and its distribution along the channel obtained 
by experiments are shown in Table 3-1. For a supercritical flow the specific 
energy decreases along the channel, while for a subcritical flow it slightly in-

creases or at least is constant. The ratios of the specific energy at the end 
of the weir section,  H,, to that at the entrance,  Ho, for a supercritical flow 

which were obtained by experiments with side weirs of 3 cm and 5 cm heights, 

are plotted in Fig. 3-5 against the mean Froude number of the flow at the 
entrance. It is found that the reduction rate of the specific energy becomes 

larger in proportion to the initial Frounde number of the flow. From the view-

point mentioned above it is concluded that the assumption of constant specific 
energy is inadequate for an analysis of the supercritical flow. 
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   initial Froude number. 

(4) The withdrawn discharge 

 The discharge through unit length of the bottom rack and orifice shown in 

Fig. 2-1 may be expressed by 

 an=  C  ,,B01/2gh, (3-19) 

where  Ch is the coefficient of discharge through the openings and  ch is the ratio 
of the opening area to the total area of the rack surface. 

 The values  Ch of the coefficient of discharge through the opening determined 

experimentally are plotted in Fig. 3-6 against the Froude number of the main 
flow averaged at the discharging section. It is concluded that the value  Ch is 
nearly constant for a subcritical flow, whereas it decreases for a supercritical 

flow as the value  F, increases, and that the racks of transverse bars and of 

circular orifices show the same value of  C,, for any Froude number.
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4. Flow Profiles Near Singular Points 

(1) The features of the fundamental equations 

 The theoretical analysis of the spatially varied flow with decreasing discharge 
is carried out by use of the theory of the singular point"'. 

 The fundamental equations of the gradually varied steady flow with decreas-
ing discharge are given from Eq. (2-2) by use of the parameter as 

                 dh =sin  0- r  aQ2  OA +*Q                                                           (4-1) 
 cl; pgR  gA3  Ox  gA2  ' 

          dx =cos 0-
ga—AQ8h (4-2)(4-2) 

        dQ aQ20A              - q,(cose-gA,ahi•  (4-3) 
 The method of analysis varies according to whether the withdrawn discharge 

 q* is dependent on the flow depth h or the travelling distance x, or both of 
them, as shown in Table 4-1. Since a diversion structure with uniform chan-

nel and constant opening area is used in most  cases,  q* only depends on the 
flow depth, and the flow profile can be treated as a two-dimensional problem 

in the  Q  -  h phase plane. 

                                    TABLE 4-1. 
         Classification of the spatially varied flows with decreasing discharge. 

 Function  of  Uniformity  Method  of 
 withdrawnExample 

 discharge of  channel  , analysis 

  q*=const. uniformkC1-h, x-h pl.:Diversion with uniform decrease of discharge 
 q*=const.not  uniform  x-h  pl.  ' 

 q*=q*(h) uniform Q-h  pl. 'Diversion with constant ratio of opening 

 q*=q*(h) not  uniform !Q-In pl. 
 Diversion with arbitrary decreasing rate of  dis-  q*=4*(x) uniform  lx-h  pl.  !charge 

 q*=q*(x)  not uniform  s-h  pl. 

 q*=q*(x, h)  uniform  0-h-x  pl. Diversion with variable ratio of opening 

 4*=9*(x,h) not uniform  10-h-x  pl.  0 

(2) The flow behaviour near singular points (two-dimensional problem) 

 When the channel is uniform and  q*-  a, (Q, h), the fundamental equations 
of flow profile for a rectangular channel which do not contain x directly are 

given as 

          dhn2Q2«Pq*Q                    =sino—R "B2122+g ..92h=-f(Q.h), (4-4) 

 dam.Q a,02  =  -  q*(cos  0- gB-2123)=-.4(Q,h). (4-5)
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 Since ,f;f20 at the singular point, the relationships are given as 

               n  n2Qe2  aPeq*eQe(4-6)  sin(l= 
Re4/3132h2gB212e2 

                                aQe2 
 cos 0=,  (4-7)                              gB2he' 

where subscript c represents the values at the singular point. When Eq. (4-6) 
is divided by Eq. (4-7), the following equation is obtained by use of the re-
lation  i  =tan  0  ; 

 gn2frp,  (4-8)                             —
aRe4"  Qe 

 To examine the flow characteristics at the singular point, transferring the 
origin of Eq. (4-4) and (4-5) to the singular point and neglecting the minute 

quantities above the second order, the fundamental equations approximate to 
the linear differential equations on the assumption that a and  P are  constant  ; 

 dQ'   a
lIQ'±anht  dC' 

 dh'  (4-9) 
                             d:'=a21Q1+,222h1 

where the numerical constants  an,  alz,  a21, and  apt are given as 

             2(hecos 8 3q,„cos      a
u=a13                                         he 

               the cos t iibQe+Peq*e P=Q,/  6q*               az/-=Q .,2II,-1-2                          2 15Q\el1.(4-10) 
           azz=h,  cos fij24Q,4Re/ibQe                           (aq*)t                 Q,  ( he2+3/1,2/lc+pcq*,)+pc, oh—ei 

 Since the coefficient of discharge of a bottom rack consisting of transverse 
bars or circular orifices depends only on the Froude number of the flow, the 
numerical constants are determined as 

          2q*,cos 3q*,   cos  0     a
u=a1z=      'h e 

 2h,  cos  0 f ,prg*cFrcpcg*,(och\t .(4-11)       an—Q
e2he7-2 2C,„of'id 

           h, 0,12ibQe4R,(ibQe„Peq*e3FeePeq*e(5Cht        a22cosQ,/423he2 heFr"'2he2heChe0FJer , 

• 

 As it is apparentfrom Fig. 3-6 that  (6C,,I5F),<0,  a,,>0,  a,,<0,  a2,<0 and 
 azz>  0 are satisfied. 

 The characteristic equation of Eq. (4-9) is given as 

 au  —2  au 
 alz222 =O. (4-12) 

 The discriminant of Eq. (4-12) in this case shows a positive value, that is, 

 D  =  (a,  —  az2)2+  4alzazi  >  O. (4-13)
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 And then 

                       2a2*,cos' 8/
3he4R,1(ibQe                     auazz—               alza21_Q e2—1h+pcqw).  (4-14) r- 

 It is concluded from Eq. (4-14) that the singular point becomes a nodal one 
for  he/B<1/6 and a saddle one for  he/B>  1/6. And when two singular points 
appear in a diversion reach it is proved that the singular point on the upstream 
side becomes a saddle point and the one on the downstream side a nodal one, 
by the fact that a gradient of critical depth line is decidedly negative. 

 From the above research the flow profiles which appear in the neighborhood 
of the singular points in the diversion channel are shown in Fig. 4-1 and 4-2. 

Fig. 4-1. Possible flow profiles near a saddle Fig. 4-2. Possible  flow profiles near a  quasi-
 point. saddle point and a nodal point. 

(3) The flow behaviour near  singular points (three-dimensional problem) 

 When the channel and openings are not uniform for flow direction the linear 
differential equations near the singular point are given as 

                     d
dxc./  =aux' +a,2121  +  al3Q1 

                       dh' —a2,x'+a2212' +a23                 •Q' (4-15) 

 dQ' 
 cp. —  q,,a,,x'  —  q,,a,2h'  —g,cal3Q'  ) 

 The characteristic equationof Eq. (4-15) is expressed by 

                all-2  al2  an  
'  a

n  —2 (4-16) 
 —  ageall  —  q*cal2  q*Cala 

 The solutions of Eq. (4-16) are given as 

 =0, 

     22 1  
  2,  2u,r„al1-1/22(hcal3) ± 1/ (all——ehean1—)2 + 4(ana24*cal2a23))•  (4-17) 

 Thus the elementary divisors are determined as 

 e,=1,e,=1,  es—  ,i(2  —  Az)  (2— 

and the problem is reduced to a two-dimensional problem for the  x'-h' phase 

plane.
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5. Applicability of Flow Profile Equations 

(1) Hydraulic behaviour of a flow with a quasi-saddle  point 
 When the ratio  0 in Eq. (3-19), of the opening area to the total area of the 

rack surface, is relatively large, as in almost all diversion structures, the criti-
cal depth line discontinuously intersects with the normal depth line at the 
entrance of the diversion reach and the subcritical flow in the upstream chan-
nel often changes into the supercritical flow somewhere upstream from the 
entrance. This critical point is called "a quasi-saddle point" which shows the 
same behaviour as a saddle point. The ratio  holheo, of the entrance depth to 
the critical depth and the ratios  Lo/hro, in which  Lo is the distance of the 
critical section from the entrance, obtained by the author's tests, are shown 
in Table 5-1. The ratio  ho/hro decreases with increase in the value of the 
channel slope and the opening ratio, whereas the ratio  L0/14.0 increases. 

                                 TABLE  5-1. 
                 Relative depth and  location of quasi-saddle point. 

           Opening ratio                                      Initial Withdrawn  Run No.of rackBed slopedischarge ' discharge(51)  hoihroWho 
 a,(1/sec.)  441(1/sec.)  ' 

 H- 1 11.38  2.26 19.6 0.989 0.159 
   2  I 15.07 2.70 17.9 0.979 0.279 
 3 0.054  1/1.0005.65 1.75 31.0 0.989 0.188 
 4 7.41 1.94 26.2 0.975 0.246 
 5 16.75 2.67 15.9 0.991 0.194 
  6 14.80 2.65 17.9 0.996 0 

 C-10 12.14 1.65  13.6 0.923 7.65 
   11 0.036 1/500 16.96 1.81 10.7,0.917 6.30 
  12 13.86 1.73 12.5  . 0.918 6.99 
  16 11.64 1.62 13.9 0.926 7.01 

 F-  1 18.70 4.40 23.6 0.748 3.95 
    2 1.000 1/1,000 11.97 3.55 29.7 0.745 3.40 

  3 9.88 3.34 33.8 0.730 3.65 

 The variation of the gradient and the curvature of the water surface along 
a channel with bottom circular orifices of which the opening ratio  c is 0.054 
are shown in Fig.  5-1 and 5-2, respectively. The abscissa represents the ratio 

 'Noe, of the flowing distance from the entrance to the specifie energy at the 
critical section. From the figure it is noticed that the curvature of the water 
surface takes negative values for  •=x/Hoe<0.5 and positive for  .i>0.5, and the 
slope of the water surface takes the minimum value at this point. Each varia-
tion for various discharges is represented by a single curve as shown in the 
figures as long as the channel slope and the opening ratio are specified. Using 
values of dh/dx and  d2h/dx2 for any x obtained from the curves in Fig.  5-1 
and 5-2 and computing  2 by Eq. (3-16), variations of  2 on the diversion work 
are shown in Fig. 5-3. The curve of  c12/dx shows so large a value near the
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entrance that it would not be neglected in flow analysis. 
  It is recognized from the above description that the hydraulic behaviour of 

the flow at the entrance of the diversion work depends only on the initial dis-
charge rate  Q0, that is, the critical depth in the upstream channel  heck for a
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specific condition of the channel and the opening when a quasi-saddle point ap-

pears. And thus the flow characteristics at the diversion works can be found 
by a non-dimensional expression in respect of the specific energy at the critical 
section  Hoc. The ratio  C„/Clio, of the coefficient of discharge computed by the 
equation  g*--CH1301/2gH,„ at any section to that at the entrance is shown in Fig. 
5-4 against  x. The ratio  CH/Clio decreases exponentially with the increase of 

 I represented by  Cff/Cito=  (1.103)". Then the withdrawn discharge  g* per 
elementary length dx is given by 

 c  Htcme  

                     -"T4r—eS-43p) 
 Data  HC  
 A 

                    I  CHICH.•11031 
 QC  -10 e                       o it 12  •                                 0 I6 

 0.1  
 1.0 2.0 3.0  9.0 

            Fig. 5-4. Variation of coefficient of discharge along the channel. 

 g*-CII0B0V2gH0,(1.103)  (5-1) 

 The ratio of the discharge withdrawn in the length of x to the initial dis- 

                                          Caosb charge,  K, is determined using the equation(1o/B=  (21/2g/31/  3  )Hoe'/2.            K =3V 3 OCHof 0 (1.103) -lcd.1.-1 31.103(1 -1.103'). (5-2) 

  2  

 There were few differences among the values of  Cao for various initial dis-
charges and their mean value was  0.937. It is indicated that in this case  K is 
determined by only the opening ratio and the distance. 

(2) Analysis of the flow profiles 

 The applicability of the flow profile equations are discussed herein, using 
Eq. (5-2) which expresses the discharge variation. 
1) Analysis on the assumption of constant specific energy 

 If the specific energy of the flow is constant in the whole reach of the di-
version work, the energy equation is established in the critical section, the 
entrance and  Y-section on the diversion work as  follows  ; 

               "o'aQ2          H
o,-3AM, cos 0-2fhf cos+ 2gB2h/Ah  cos 0 + 2gB2(5-3)             2 

 Assuming the gradually varied flow and  af  =a  =1 based on the previous in-
vestigation, the following equation can be given using the equation of continuity 

 Q-(1-x)90 and Eq. (5-2). 

 /1  1-h  cos  (1-hf  -h .,  cos  0{1  -11.610(1  -  1.103-  )}. (5-4) 

 The flow profile computed by Eq. (5-4) for  4)=0.0565, and  hf  =0.665 is shown 
by the real line in Fig. 5-5. By the fact that the computed profile comes in a
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lower position than the observed ones in the whole reach it is proved that the 
specific energy decreases downstream for this kind of flow. 
2) Analysis as the gradually varied flow 

 The flow profile equation of the gradually varied flow with a decreasing 
discharge for an uniform rectangular channel on the basis of a non-dimensional 
energy analysis is given as 

                                n2Q2+ apq*Q 
                       dh sin0- R4".132h2  gB2h2 
       dxaQ2.(5-5)                                   cos 6 -—gB2h, 

 Substituting Eq. (5-4) in Eq. (5-5), and using  P=1, sin  0=1/1,000,  n=0.01, 
 cos  8=1 and  a=1, numerical integration results in the flow profile given by 

the dotted line in Fig. 5-5. This is more appoximate to the observed profiles 
than that determined by Eq. (5-4), except near the entrance where the pres-
sure distribution deviates  from the hydrostatic one. 
3) Analysis in consideration of non-hydrostatic pressure effect 

 The broken line shown in Fig. 5-5 represents the theoretical flow profile 
computed by numerical  integration of the following equation  ; 

                  n2Q2+aPq(12                                     *Q- h  cos  0-d
x               dh sin 0 -I?"3 B2h2 gB2h2 

                cos Üg-61:2h2i(5-6)               dx 

 The values of  d2/dx in Eq. (5-6) were taken from Fig. 5-3. The theoretical 
curve indicates good agreement with the observed values. This fact shows
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that the effect of the rapidly varied flow would be considerable in the analysis 
of flow profile. 

6. Concluding Statement 

  It is very difficult to establish a general design procedure for open channel 
diversion works because of the great complexity of flow behaviour and the 
variety of structures. The present paper is intended to make clear the char-
acteristics of the flow passing over the diversion structures on the basis of the 
strict hydrodynamic expression of flow behaviour with the aid of experimental 
and mathematical means. A complete description for the design procedure of 
diversion structures is not obtained by this research, but it is believed that 
this study gives much advanced information on the actual designing of diver-
sion works. 

 As the concluding statement of this research, the following are  summarized  : 

 (I) The velocity-distribution coefficients included in the fundamental equa-
tions vary proportionally with the diverted discharge ratio  K for a subcritical 
flow, whereas they decrease gradually along the channel for a supercritical 
flow. 

  (2) The pressure coefficients and their gradient take such large values near 
the entrance of the diversion that their effect on flow analysis cannot be neg-
lected to ensure permissible agreement with the actual phenomena. 

  (3) The variation of the specific energy along the channel obtained by ex-
periments represents that it decreases along the channel for a supercritical 
flow, while it slightly increases or at least is constant for a subcritical flow. 
Therefore, it is verified that the assumption of constant specific energy as 

proposed by De Marchi is inadequate for the analysis of a supercritical flow. 
  (4) The values of the coefficient of discharge withdrawn from the bottom 

rack of transverse bars or circular orifices are nearly constant for a subcritical 
flow whereas they decrease as the Froude number increases for a supercritical 
flow. 

  (5) From the mathematical analysis of the spatially varied flow passing over 
the bottom rack by use of the theory of the singular point it is concluded that 
the singular point becomes a nodal point for  hr/B<1/6 and a saddle one for 

 he/B>1/6, and that the three-dimensional problem of the spatially varied flow 
is reduced to a two-dimensional one in the  Q—h or  h—x phase plane. 

 (6) When a quasi-saddle point appears near the entrance the flow behaviour 
on the diversion structure is determined by only the initial discharge rate, bed 
slope, opening ratio and the distance from the entrance. The analysis of flow 

profile by use of the gradually and rapidly varied flow theory provides some 
information about the evaluation of the elements to be considered in flow ana-
lysis. 
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